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INTRODUCTION
The South African Constitution commits government departments to the progressive realisation
of socio-economic rights, including the right to education, healthcare, housing and social welfare,
within available resources. Social accountability is central to good governance and relates to
being accountable or responsive to citizens. Through social accountability, the citizens as users
of public services voice their needs and demand for an improved delivery of basic services.1 The
Public Service Accountability Monitor (PSAM) defines social accountability as the obligation by
public officials and private service providers to justify their performance in progressively
addressing the socio-economic rights through the delivery of public services, state departments
and private service providers responsible for the management of public resources must
implement effective accountability and service delivery processes. These include planning and
resource allocation processes; expenditure management processes; performance monitoring
processes; integrity management processes and, oversight processes. These processes,
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together, combine to form a social accountability system, which acts as the central pillar of a
responsive democratic space.
This Expenditure Tracking Report (ETR) is situated within the expenditure management
processes of the social accountability system. The purpose of this ETR is to interrogate the
2018/19 expenditure and performance in programme 6, Infrastructure Development; conditional
grants and programme 4: Special Schools Education of the Eastern Cape Department of
Education (ECDoE). This ETR presents an analytical approach to assessing the efficiency and
quality of basic education spending; identifying sources of underspending and underperformance
which lead to unrealised quality basic education, and formulate potential recommendations to
improve spending and performance. We start this analysis by providing key findings and
recommendations.
KEY FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I)

Finding

While the department spent 94%, which was R1.7 billion (underspending by 6% that is R110
million) of the allocated R1.8 billion for infrastructure development, it underperformed on the
provision of basic services to public schools. For example, from the target of 169 public
ordinary schools to be supplied with sanitation facilities, the department only managed to
provide 44 schools and thus underperforming by 125. In most cases, delays were caused by
underperforming service providers.
I)

Recommendation

The Provincial Treasury should strengthen its technical support to the ECDoE to improve
performance and achieve targets. In so doing, the treasury should conduct monitoring of the
performance by the service providers.
II)

Finding

The Learners with Profound Intellectual Disabilities grant was reported to have had the biggest
underspending of R15.8 million of the total appropriation of R25.8 million. The reasons for
underspending in this grant was due to the late appointments of specialists for learners with
severe and intellectual disabilities.
II)

Recommendation

The ECDoE should improve on its recruitment processes for the specialists of learners with
disabilities so that such learners can benefit from the quality basic education. It is important
that the underspending and poor performance problem be addressed in order to improve
access to quality education for 2 063 (two thousand and sixty-three) severely intellectually
disabled learners.
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III)

Finding

The Department of Basic Education (DBE) incurred fruitless and wasteful expenditure of R837
000.00 in the 2018/19 financial year. This was due to contractor invoices not having been paid
on time. The Auditor-General explained that the ECDoE did not take “effective and appropriate
steps to prevent unauthorised expenditure amounting to R279.8 million, as required by section
38(1) (c) (ii) of the PFMA and Treasury Regulation 9.1.1.
III)

Recommendation

We recommend that the department ensures that it pays invoices on time, as required by the
Public Finance Management Act (PFMA) and Treasury Regulations. Section 38(1)(f)
stipulates that accounting officers “must settle all contractual obligations and pay all money
owing, including intergovernmental claims, within the prescribed or agreed period”.2 Treasury
Regulation 8.2.3 stipulates that “unless determined otherwise in a contract or other
agreement, all payments due to creditors must be settled within 30 days from receipt of an
invoice or, in the case of civil claims, from the date of settlement or court judgement”.345

1. ANALYSES OF BASIC EDUCATION EXPENDITURE
The ECDoE spent 99.7%, which was R35.03 billion, from its adjusted budget of R35.1 billion in
the 2018/19 financial year.6 The department underspent an amount of R96.5 million.
Underspending was recorded in five programmes, which are programme 1: Administration by
R270.6 million7 from the adjusted appropriation of R3.02 billion; programme 3: Independent
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Schools by R202 000.008 from R131 million; programme 4: Public Special Schools by R45.9
million9 from the adjusted appropriation of R815.2 million; programme 5: Early Childhood
Development by R231.1 million10 and programme 6: Infrastructure Development by R110
million.11 Table 1 below shows programme expenditure of the ECDoE. From this Table, it can be
seen that an overspending of R529 million was recorded in programme 2: Public Ordinary Schools
Education. This overspending was due “to interventions agreed upon by the department for the
implementation of Learner Attainment and Improvement Strategy (LAIS) at underperforming
districts as a provision was made for extra classes during school holidays, weekends and winter
classes”.12 Overspending was also due to communication related services because of increase
in Information and Communication provides support to the ECDoE to improve on the spending of
the allocated budget. The Provincial Treasury should strengthen mechanisms to monitor spending
by the ECDoE.

Table 1: Programme Expenditure

Programme Name
Administration
Public Ordinary Schools
Independent Schools
Public Special Schools
Early Childhood Development
Infrastructure Development
Examinations & Education
Related Services
Total

Adjusted
Appropriation

Actual
Expenditure

R'000

R'000

(Over)/Under
Expenditure
2018/19
R'000

Expenditure as % of
adjusted
appropriation
%

3,022,164

2,751,541

-270,623

91%

28,121,530

28,650,557

529,027

102%

131,009
815,255
723,500

130,807
769,343
492,352

-202
-45,912
-231,148

99.8%
94%
68%

1,824,521

1,714,520

-110,001

94%

490,367
35,128,346

522,684
35,031,804

0
-96,542

107%
99.7%
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The underspending was attributed to two schools: “one school in the Amathole West district was not paid as it
had no longer required subsidy. The second school in Sarah Baartman changed premises without following
departmental policy” - Eastern Cape Department of Education 2018/19 Annual Report at page 11.
9
“Changes in the schedules of sporting events as requested by service providers led to the under-expenditure in
this programme” - Eastern Cape Department of Education 2018/19 Annual Report, at page 11.
10
“This underspending was attributed to the permanent appointment of 565 Grade R Practitioners as teachers in
Grade R classes. They are now paid under Programme 2 instead of Programme 5. The greater part of the
underspending in Goods and Services is in Bursaries and Training and Development attributed to the reduced
number of ECD Practitioners to be trained as most have acquired their NQF qualifications” - Eastern Cape
Department of Education 2018/19 Annual Report, at page 12.
11
Eastern Cape Adjusted Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2019/20 at page 162.
12
Ibid at page 174.
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By the mid-financial year 2019/20, the ECDoE expenditure was at 54%, which is R19.4 billion, of
the total adjusted appropriation of R36.3 billion.13 Below, we provide a detailed explanation of the
underspending in programme 6; conditional grants, and programme 4. Just like the ECDoE, the
Department of Basic Education (DBE) did not spend all of its budget allocation for the 2018/19
financial year14. According to the 2019 Adjusted Estimates of National Expenditure, the
Department of Basic Education (DBE) spent 98.8%, which was R23.4 billion, of the R23.7 billion
of the adjusted appropriation in the 2018/19 financial year.15
2. ECDoE PROGRAMME 6: INFRASTRUCTURE16 DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURE AND
PERFORMANCE
From the 2018/19 adjusted appropriation of R1.8 billion for programme 6, the department spent
R1.7 billion and underspent by 6% (R110 million) by the end of the financial year. The funds were
unspent because the department was still in the process of quality reviewing the infrastructure
project documents. We recommend that the department improves on its process of infrastructure
projects review and implementations. Table 2 below shows expenditure by sub-programmes of
infrastructure development.

Table 2: Infrastructure Development: Sub-programme Expenditure

Adjusted
Appropriation
R'000
151,053

Actual
Expenditure
R'000
161,306

(Over)/Under
Expenditure
R'000
10,253

Expenditure
as % of
adjusted
appropriation
%
107%

1,525,644
57,735

1,389,860
69,842

-135,784
12,107

91%
121%

90,089
1,824,521

93,512
1,714,520

3,423
-110,001

104%
94%

2018/19
Sub-Programme
R'000

Administration
Public Ordinary
Schools
Special Schools
Early Childhood
Development
Total
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2019 Adjusted Estimates of National Expenditure at page 128. Accessed from:
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“Department of Education infrastructure is currently provided through two programs, i.e. the Provincial Schools
Build Program funded through the Education Infrastructure Grant and Provincial Equitable Share as well as the
Accelerated School Infrastructure Delivery Initiative (ASIDI) funded through the Schools Infrastructure Backlogs
Grant (SIBG) to address challenges relating to water, sanitation, electricity and inappropriate structures” – Eastern
Cape Medium Term Budget Policy Statement 2019/20 at page 53.
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It can be seen from Table 2 above that the public ordinary schools sub-programme experienced
under-expenditure of R135.8 million17 and spent R1.4 billion of the allocated R1.5 billion. Also,
while the department spent 94% of the adjusted appropriation for infrastructure development, it
underperformed in the provision of basic services to public schools as shown in Table 3 below. It
is worth noting, from Table 2 above, that the department overspent by 107%, which was R10.2
million on the sub-programme of administration “due to recurring invoices that were not paid for
consecutive months starting from January because of non-availability of funds”.18 The
administration sub-programme has the purpose of providing and maintaining infrastructure
administration. Most of the expenditure was incurred in March and the invoices were for goods
and services under administration. Overspending was also recorded on building and other fixed
structures under Early Childhood Development (ECD) sub-programme. The purpose of this subprogramme is to provide and maintain infrastructure facilities for ECD. Linked to this subprogramme is programme 5, which is ECD. According to the 2019/20 Eastern Cape Medium Term
Budget Policy Statement (ECMTBPS), over the last financial year 2018/19 the province expanded
ECD opportunities “with more than 75 000 (seventy-five thousand) children between the ages of
0 and 4 years accessing funded ECD facilities and programmes”.19 There is currently 2 818 (two
thousand eight hundred and eighteen) registered ECD facilities funded from both the equitable
share and conditional grants.

The 2018/19 Annual Report of the ECDoE reported that the department spent 68%, which was
R492.3 million of the adjusted appropriation of R723.5 million for programme 5 (Early Childhood
Development). Therefore, underspending of 47%, which was R231.1 million was recorded by the
end of the financial year. The underspending was due “to the appointment of Grade R
Practitioners as teachers in Grade R Classes”.20 The practitioners are now paid under programme
2 instead of programme 5. According to the 2018/19 annual report, programme 5 achieved all of
its targets. For example, of the planned target of 3 500 (three thousand five hundred) to improve
access of children to quality ECD, the department exceeded the target by 4 297 (four thousand
two hundred and ninety-seven). Underspending was also due to the delays in the installation of
the jungle gyms. The department was only able to install in 190 schools out of 1 308 schools.21
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This underspending was because hostels expenditure was incurred under the EIG. Unspent funds were rolled
over the 2019/20 financial year - Eastern Cape Department of Education 2018/19 Annual Report, at page 12.
18
Eastern Cape Department of Education, 2018/19 Annual Report at page 12.
19
Eastern Cape Medium Term Budget Policy Statement 2019/20 at page 37.
20
Eastern Cape Department of Education, 2018/19 Annual Report at page 174.
21
Eastern Cape Department of Education’s Response to the Portfolio Committee on Education’s Questions
Extracted From the 018/19 Annual Report Analysis, at page 33.
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Table 3: Programme 6 Performance for 2018/19

Performance Indicator

Number of public ordinary schools provided with
water supply
Number of public ordinary schools provided with
electricity supply
Number of public ordinary schools supplied with
sanitation facilities
Number of additional specialist rooms built in, or
provided for, existing public ordinary schools
(including replacement schools)
Number of new schools completed and ready for
occupation (includes replacement schools)
Number of new schools under construction
(includes replacement schools)
Number of new or additional Grade R classrooms
built (includes those in replacement schools)
Number of hostels built
Number of schools in which scheduled
maintenance projects were completed

Planned Target
2018/19

Actual Achievement
2018/19

Deviation form planned target
to Actual Achievement 2018/19

169

94

75

32

26

6

169

44

125

28

13

15

4

3

1

7

53

46

13

7

6

1

1

-

18

34

16
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Table 3 above shows that the department underperformed on the provision of most basic services
to the public schools. For example, from the target of 169 public ordinary schools to be supplied
with sanitation facilities, the department only managed to provide 44 schools and thus
underperforming by 125. The only targets achieved were that of the number (53) of schools under
construction; number (1) of hostels built; and number (34) of schools in which scheduled
maintenance projects were completed. While the first quarterly report for the 2019/20 financial
year explained that performance on targets could not be explained because they are annual
targets, there is still a need to report on what has been done.22 For example, it is not enough for
the department to mention that “this is an annual target and actual performance will be reported
in quarter 4”23 when reporting on the number of public ordinary schools supplied with sanitation
facilities. It needs to clear what has been done to achieve the target of 178 in the first quarter. It
is not worth waiting for the fourth quarter to know what has been done. Noting that according to
the first quarterly report, “scheduled sanitation facilities for 28 schools”24 in the first quarter are
under construction. Therefore, given that only 28 schools were scheduled in the first quarter, it is
unlikely that the department will achieve the 178 target by the fourth quarter. The Eastern Cape
2019 Adjusted Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure reports that 10 public ordinary
schools have been supplied with sanitation facilities against the target of 178.25 It is unlikely that
the department will achieve the 178 target by the end of the 2019/20 financial year in the context
of this underperformance.
3. ASIDI SPENDING AND PERFORMANCE
According to the 2019 Adjusted Estimates of National Expenditure (AENE), “R40 million in
unspent funds has been declared on the payment of capital assets under the school infrastructure
grant (SIBG), which funds the accelerated school infrastructure delivery initiative (ASIDI)”26, due
to the delays in the implementation of projects on the provision of water and sanitation facilities
at schools. This is concerning and proves for the need to improve on the performance of service
providers.

According to the 2019 Adjusted Estimates of National Expenditure, “in the first half of 2019/20, 11
new schools were completed through ASIDI against an annual target of 59”.27 It was reported that
the remaining projects were at various stages of construction and that delays were caused by the
need to replace underperforming service providers. It is important that the Department of Basic
Education (DBE) appoints qualified and skilled service providers on time. Also, “delays in the
procurement of service providers have resulted in the slow delivery of water and sanitation
22

Eastern Cape Department of Education 2019/20 Six Monthly Oversight Report.
Ibid
24
Ibid
25
Eastern Cape Adjusted Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure2019/20 at page 148.
26
2019 Adjusted Estimates of National Expenditure at page 129. Accessed from:
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/mtbps/2019/aene/Vote%2014%20Basic%20Education.pdf
27
2019 Adjusted Estimates of National Expenditure, at page 124. Accessed from
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/mtbps/2019/aene/Vote%2014%20Basic%20Education.pdf
23
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facilities to schools”.28 The DBE managed to provide 63 schools with sanitation facilities, through
ASIDI, against the target of 717. It also provided 52 schools with water against the target of 227.
Given this poor performance, it is unlikely that the department will achieve all its targets by the
end of the financial year. Therefore, poor performance is not only a defining feature of project
implementation at provincial level (by the ECDoE) but also at national level (by the DBE). Both
the Provincial and National Treasuries should provide technical capacities to the departments in
order to improve on spending and performance.

4. CONDITIONAL GRANTS: SPENDING AND PERFORMANCE 2018/19
The ECDoE received seven (7) conditional grants in the 2018/19 financial year, shown in Table
4 below with their final appropriations, actual expenditure and underspending/overspending.

Table 4: Conditional Grants
Conditional grant

Maths, science and
technology
Education
Infrastructure Grant
HIV and AIDS grant
National school
nutrition programme
Extended public
works incentive
programme (social
sector)
Extended public
works integrated
programme
Learners with
Profound Intellectual
disability grant
Total

Final
Appropriation
2018/19
R'000

Actual
Expenditure
2018/19
R'000

(Over)/Under
Expenditure
2018/19
R'000

Expenditure
as % of final
appropriation
2018/19

58,889

56,637

-2,252

96%

1,710,258
43,062

1,710,258
41,635

0
-1,427

100%
97%

1,216,559

1,211,849

-4,710

99.6%

24,396

22,742

-1,654

93%

4,190

2,673

-1,517

64%

25,778
3,083,132

9,998
3,055,793

-15,780
-27,339

39%
99.1%

Table 4 above shows that the ECDoE spent 99.1%, which was R3.05 billion, from its total
allocation of R3.08 billion for the conditional grants. An underspending of R27.3 million was
28

Ibid
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reported.29 Below, we provide an analysis of the expenditure and performance in each of these
conditional grants.
4.1 Mathematics, Science and Technology (MTS) Conditional Grant
The ECDoE spent 96%, which was R56.6 million of R58.9 million on the Mathematics, Science
and Technology (MTS) conditional grant in the 2018/19 financial year.30 Therefore, an
underspending on R2.2 million was recorded on this grant.31 From the 96% spending, 295 schools
were “provided with laptops, servers, data projectors, screens and/or visualizers”.32 Also, among
other achieved activities, Technical Science laboratory was provided to 15 Technical Schools. A
total of 30,168 (thirty thousand one-hundred and sixty-eight) learners participated in Mathematics
and Physical Science activities (Olympiads, Competitions, Learner Weeks and Expos”.33 In
addition, 162 Physical Science Teachers were trained on utilisation of mobile science kits.
However, while the annual report provides these achieved outputs (and more that are not listed
here), it does not clear expected outputs with this making it difficult to gauge what has been
achieved against planned targets. Also, the 2018/18 Annual Performance Plan (APP)34 does
provide clear targets for the achieved 295 schools provided with laptops that are reported in the
annual report. It is important that the annual report matches achieved targets with the planned
ones. This will make it easy to assess whether the department is meeting the targets it sets.
4.2 Education Infrastructure Grant
Worth noting is that the Education Infrastructure Grant (EIG), with the responsibility of providing
goods and services required for public ordinary schools infrastructure development; special
schools infrastructure development and maintenance; ECD infrastructure development and
maintenance; providing adequate basic services such as water, sanitation and electricity; etc,
spent all of its budget allocation in the 2018/19 financial year. However, the department
experienced underperformance under this grant as shown in Table 5 below. Therefore, while the
department spent all of the budget allocation for the EIG, it underperformed on the provision of
some basic services to schools. Also, while the department was able to spend 100% of the EIG,
it had underspending in other six (6) grants.

29

Eastern Cape Department of Education, 2018/19 Annual Report.
The grant sought to provide the following outputs during the 2018/19 financial year: Information,
Communication and Technology (ICT) resources; Workshop Equipment, Machinery and Tools; Laboratories and
equipment, apparatus and consumables; Learner Support and Teacher Support.
31
Reasons for the funds unspent by the department: “misallocation of funds taken from different budget items
and could not be corrected on time” - Eastern Cape Department of Education, 2018/19 Annual Report, at page 87.
32
Eastern Cape Department of Education, 2018/19 Annual Report, at page 86.
33
Eastern Cape Department of Education, 2018/19 Annual Report.
34
Eastern Cape Department of Education, 2018/19 Annual Performance Plan. Accessed from:
http://ecdoe.co.za/files/resources/resource_481.pdf
30
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Table 5: Education Infrastructure Grant Performance
Activities
Provision of water supply for the targeted public ordinary
schools
Provision of electricity supply for the targeted public
ordinary schools
Provision of sanitation facilities for the targeted public
ordinary schools
Provision of classrooms for the targeted public ordinary
schools
Provision of specialist rooms for the targeted public
ordinary schools
Provision of new schools completed and ready for
occupation (includes replacement schools)
Provision of Grade R classrooms for the targeted public
ordinary schools
Provision of Hostel to public ordinary schools
Maintenance of a targeted public ordinary schools
Total

Planned
Targets

Achieved
Targets

161

129

32

32

161

86

242

242

25

16

4

7

12
1
16
654

15
1
4
532

It is worth noting that the performance reflected in Table 5 above is an improvement from the past
history of poor performance under the EIG. We applaud the department on achieving some of its
targets which include the provision of electricity for the targeted 32 public ordinary schools;
provision of classrooms for the targeted 242 public ordinary schools; provision of Grade R
classrooms for the targeted 15 public ordinary schools; and provision of 1 hostel to public ordinary
schools. Noting that the department exceeded its target of providing 4 new schools completed
and ready for occupation by achieving 7.35 Underperformance was reported on the provision of
water supply to 129 public ordinary schools against the target of 161. On the provision of
sanitation facilities for the targeted 161 public ordinary schools, the department only achieved a
target of 86. Also, from the target of providing 25 specialist rooms to the public ordinary schools,
the department achieved 16. The department underperformed dismally on the maintenance of a
4 public ordinary schools against the target 16. Therefore, from the targeted total of providing
basic services to 654 public ordinary schools, the department achieved 534, underperforming by
122. Given that the department spent all of the budget allocation for the EIG and underperformed
on other areas, we recommend that more funding be allocated on this grant for the department to
be able to achieve all its targets.
4.3 HIV/AIDS Conditional Grant

35

Eastern Cape Department of Education 2018/18 Annual Report, at page 89.
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On the HIV/AIDS conditional grant, the ECDoE spent 97%, which was R41.6 million of the final
appropriation of R43 million with an underspending of R1.4 million in the 2018/19 financial year.
There are no reasons provided for this underspending. What is mentioned in the annual report is
just “not applicable” next to the reasons for the funds unspent by the entity/department.36 We
recommend that the ECDoE provides reasons for the unspent funds. One of the achieved outputs
with the spent budget is 26 024 (twenty-six thousand and twenty-four) learners that “benefited
from Psycho-social support services which included counselling, trauma debriefing and provision
of welfare and material support which included school uniform (from SASSA and other donors),
clothes, toiletries as well as access to social grants”.37
4.4 National School Nutrition Programme
Table 4 above also shows that the ECDoE spent 99.6%, which was R1.211 billion of the final
appropriation of R1.216 billion, recording an underspending of R4.7 million for the National
Schools Nutrition Programme (NSP) in the 2018/19 financial year. It was reported that
underspending was due to two (2) monitors not appointed in the Nelson Mandela district because
of disputes.38 However, the annual report does not clarify what these disputes were and what
measures will be taken to address these. We recommend that the ECDoE implements measures
to resolve disputes when they happen. When monitors are not appointed because of disputes,
learners will be the ones suffering as they will not be benefiting from the NSNP. Just like on the
MST grant, the annual report provides actual achieved outputs achieved with not clearly outlined
targets. For example, it is reported that “nutritious meals were provided to 1 599 243 (one million
five hundred and ninety-nine thousand two hundred and forty-three) learners on all school feeding
days”.39
4.5 Extended Public Works Incentive Programme (Social Sector)
On the Extended Public Works Incentive Programme for the Social Sector, with the purpose of
supporting nation building through involving young people in delivery of important government
services, the ECDoE spent 93%, which was R22.2 million of final appropriation of R24.3 million,
underspending an amount of R1.6 million in the 2018/19 financial year. The ECDoE, in its annual
report, does not provide reasons for this underspending. We recommend that the reasons be
reported so that the department can be transparent in its reporting. The only reported achieved
outputs is 1130 (one thousand and thirty) work opportunities created. However, it is unclear where
these opportunities were created. Therefore, it must be clear which region or district benefited
from these work opportunities.
4.6 Extended Public Works Integrated Programme
The ECDoE through the Extended Public Works Integrated grant was allocated an amount of
R4.1 million and the department spent 64%, which was R2.6 million of the total appropriation in
the 2018/19 financial year. An underspending of R1.5 million was reported.40 The reasons for the
36

Ibid
Ibid
38
Eastern Cape Department of Education, 2018/19 Annual Report.
39
Ibid at page 88.
40
Eastern Cape Department of Education, 2018/19 Annual Report.
37
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unspent funds were not provided. It was reported that 124 work opportunities were achieved.
However, it is unclear where these opportunities were created. There needs to be clarity on the
place or district where the opportunities were created.
4.7 Learners with Profound Intellectual Disability Grant
This was the conditional grant with the biggest underspending of R15.8 million of the total
appropriation of R25.8 million in the 2018/19 financial year, as shown in Table 4 above. The
department only spent 39%, which was R9.9 million. 41 The National Treasury awarded this grant
to the Department of Basic Education (DBE) in 2016 with the purpose of ensuring that “children
with severe to profound intellectual disabilities access quality public funded education and
support”.4243 The Medium-Term Expenditure (MTEF) budget allocation for this grant is R182
million in 2018/19; R221 million in 2019/20 and R243 million in 2020/21. An underspending of
R15.8 million in this grant was reported. This underspending was due to the late appointments of
specialists for learners with severe and intellectual disabilities. In other words, therapists’ posts
that were advertised and underwent selection processes were not appointed by the end of the
financial year. Linked to this grant is programme 4: Public Special School Education with the
purpose of providing “compulsory public education in special schools in accordance with the
South African Schools Act and White paper 6 on Special Needs Education: Building an Inclusive
Education and Training System”.44 Programme 4 has 46 public special schools with learner
enrolment number of 9 732 (nine thousand seven hundred and thirty-two). Table 6 below shows
that ECDoE spent 96%, which was R769.3 million of the final budget allocation of R798.3 million
for the programme.

41

Eastern Cape Department of Education 2018/18 Annual Report.
Inclusive Education: status update, accessed from the Parliamentary Monitoring Group:
https://pmg.org.za/committee-meeting/29205/?utm_campaign=minutealert&utm_source=transactional&utm_medium=email
43
“In terms of the inclusive education framework, the grant targets all learners who experience severe to profound
intellectual barriers to learning. Furthermore, it seeks to provide these learners with the necessary support
structures and therapeutic interventions within the identified Care Centres and severe intellectual disabled
schools.” – Eastern Cape Department of Education 2018/18 Annual Report, at page 93.
44
Eastern Cape Department of Education 2018/18 Annual Report.
42
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Table 6: Public Special School Education: Programme Expenditure, 2018/19

Sub-programme
Special Schools
Human Resource
Development
School Sport, Culture and
Media Services
Conditional grants
Total
Economic Classification
Compensation of
employees
Salaries and wages
Goods and services

R'000
756,318

(Over)/Under
Expenditure
2018/19
R'000
-8,616

Expenditure as
% of adjusted
appropriation
2018/19
%
99%

2,856

-

2,856

-

4,830
25,778
798,398

3,027
9,998
769,343

-1,803
-15,780
-29,055

63%
39%
96%

650,154
549,226
45,994

648,206
551,299
33,473

-1,948
2,073
-12,521

99.7%
100.4%
73%

Adjusted
Appropriation
2018/19

Actual
Expenditure
2018/19

R'000
764,934

Table 6 above shows that an underspending of R29.05 million was recorded in the 2018/19
financial year. Underspending was under Goods and Services with R12.5 million of R45.9 million
and R1.9 million for COE and R12.5 million for Goods and Services.45 According to the 2018/19
Annual Report of the ECDoE, the underspending was due to 85 specialists and therapists that
were not appointed by the end of the financial year.4647 We recommend that the ECDoE improves
on its recruitment processes of the specialists for the learners with intellectual disabilities. Goal
26 of the Action Plan to 2019: Towards the Realisation of Schooling 2030 requires the DBE to
“increase the number of schools that effectively implement the inclusive education policy and
have access to centres that offer specialist services”.48 Therefore, the underspending will delay
the achievement of this goal. It is critical that this underspending and poor performance problem
be addressed in order to improve access to quality education for 2 063 (two thousand and sixtythree) severely intellectually disabled learners. Figure 1 below shows the number of learners with
disabilities that were enrolled in special schools per disability type in the Eastern Cape, in 2018.

45

Ibid
Ibid
47
“Goods and services underspent its budget due to changes in the schedules of sporting events as requested by
service providers led to the under-expenditure in this programme” - Eastern Cape Department of Education
2018/18 Annual Report, at page 174.
48
Action Plan to 2019: Towards the realisation of schooling 2030, at page 2. Accessed from:
https://planipolis.iiep.unesco.org/sites/planipolis/files/ressources/south_africa_action_plan_2019.pdf
46
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Figure 1: Number of Learners with Disabilities Enrolled in Special Schools Per Disability Type, Eastern Cape in 2018.
Specific Learning Disability

699

Severely Intectually Disabled

2063

Psychiatric Disorder 5
Physically Disabled

617

Partially Sighted

214

Other 0
Moderate to Severe Intellectually Disabled

158

Mildly or Moderately Intellectually Disabled

1773

Hard of Hearing 42
Epileptic 49
Deaf/Blind Disabled 2
Deaf

538

Cerebral Palsied

258

Blind

151

Behavioural Disorder

511

Autistic Spectrum Disorder

200

Attention Deficit Disorder

153
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Source: The State of Inclusive Education in South Africa. Every Learner Matters – Presentation by Mr HM Mweli to the Meeting of the
Portfolio Committee on Basic Education, 30 October 2019 (https://pmg.org.za/committee-meeting/29205/?utm_campaign=minutealert&utm_source=transactional&utm_medium=email)
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Figure 1 above shows that specialists/therapists are required for 2 063 (two thousand and sixtythree) learners with severe intellectual disabilities and 1 773 (one thousand seven-hundred and
seventy-three) mildly or moderately intellectually disabled learners in 2018. Therefore, learners
with an intellectual disability were in the majority. In 2018, it was reported that the Eastern Cape
had 19 506 (nineteen thousand five-hundred and six) learners with disabilities enrolled in public
ordinary schools, as shown in Table 7 below. The ECDoE will, therefore, need to prioritise that
specialists are recruited and appointed on time in order to ensure that all learners with intellectual
disabilities to benefit from the quality of basic education.49
Table 7: Enrolment of Learners with Disabilities in Public Ordinary Schools, 2018
Number
of
Province
Learners
Eastern Cape
19,506
Free State
24,548
Gauteng
40,367
KwaZulu-Natal
16,905
Limpopo
2,118
Mpumalanga
7,958
Northern Cape
1,419
North West
2,582
Western Cape
6,058
National
121,461
Source: The State of Inclusive Education in South Africa. Every Learner Matters – Presentation
by Mr HM Mweli to the Meeting of the Portfolio Committee on Basic Education, 30 October 2019
(https://pmg.org.za/committee-meeting/29205/?utm_campaign=minutealert&utm_source=transactional&utm_medium=email)

Table 7 above shows that South Africa had one hundred and twenty-one thousand, four-hundred
and sixty-one (121 461) learners with disabilities enrolled in public ordinary schools, in 2018.
Gauteng had the highest number (40, 367), followed by Free State (24, 548).50 Given these large
numbers of learners with disabilities, more effort should be dedicated towards ensuring that there
is sufficient funding for quality education and that funding is spent effectively. In instances where
provincial departments of education fail to appoint specialists on time (before the end of a financial
year), Provincial Treasuries should provide technical support to ensure that recruitment processes
move faster.

49

“As at 30 June 2019, 55 children from special care centres had been placed in schools in Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal
and Western Cape” - Inclusive Education: status update, accessed from the Parliamentary Monitoring Group:
https://pmg.org.za/committee-meeting/29205/?utm_campaign=minutealert&utm_source=transactional&utm_medium=email
50
Inclusive Education: status update, accessed from the Parliamentary Monitoring Group:
https://pmg.org.za/committee-meeting/29205/?utm_campaign=minutealert&utm_source=transactional&utm_medium=email
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5. AUDIT OUTCOMES
The DBE incurred fruitless and wasteful expenditure of eight hundred and thirty seven thousand
(R837 000.00) in the 2018/19 financial year. This resulted from the “contractor invoices not having
been paid timeously, resulting in interest of R837 000.00”.51 We recommend that the department
ensures that it pays invoices on time, as required by the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA)
and Treasury Regulations. Section 38(1)(f) stipulates that accounting officers “must settle all
contractual obligations and pay all money owing, including intergovernmental claims, within the
prescribed or agreed period”.52 Treasury Regulation 8.2.3 stipulates that “unless determined
otherwise in a contract or other agreement, all payments due to creditors must be settled within
30 days from receipt of an invoice or, in the case of civil claims, from the date of settlement or
court judgement”.5354 On the 13th of November 2019, the Public Service Commission (PSC)
explained that “it will continue to monitor departments closely on their compliance with the 30-day
payment period with any non-compliance viewed as financial misconduct”.55 It was encouraging
to see that the PSC will monitor compliance to the Treasury regulations.

It is mentioned in the 2018/19 Annual Report of the ECDoE that the Auditor-General did not raise
any material findings on the usefulness and reliability of the report performance for programme 5;
programme 6 and programme 7. On expenditure management, the Auditor-General explained
that “effective and appropriate steps were not taken to prevent unauthorised expenditure
amounting to R279.8 million, as required by section 38(1) (c) (ii) of the PFMA and Treasury
Regulation 9.1.1. Also, effective steps were not taken to prevent irregular expenditure amounting
to R29.1 million. It is important that the department complies with the PFMA and Treasury
regulation, especially given that the majority of irregular expenditure were due to non-compliance
with these legislations.56 Lastly, “effective steps were not taken to prevent fruitless and wasteful
expenditure amounting to R1.2 million”.57

51

Budgetary Review and Recommendations Report 2018/19. Briefing to portfolio committee on basic education.
Accessed from: http://pmg-assets.s3-website-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/191008AGSA_Presentation.pdf
52
Public Finance Management Act No. 1 of 1999 (Updated October 2017), at page 46.
53
Treasury Regulations, accessed from:
http://www.treasury.gov.za/legislation/pfma/regulations/gazette_27388.pdf
54
Treasury Regulation 9.1.1 stipulates that “the accounting officer of an institution must exercise all reasonable
care to prevent unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure, and must for this purpose implement
effective, efficient, and transparent processes of financial and risk management” – Treasury Regulations, accessed
from: http://www.treasury.gov.za/legislation/pfma/regulations/gazette_27388.pdf
55
The Public Servant News Team. 13 November 2019. Failure to pay suppliers within 30 days to be regarded
financial misconduct. Accessed from: http://www.dpsa.gov.za/thepublicservant/2019/11/13/failure-to-paysuppliers-within-30-days-to-be-regarded-financialmisconduct/?fbclid=IwAR1sdOyYU3_Fg59oV_dOuIKVMl5AVkghRf1vb7wktH8l-X4OCUlBFwG-Uko
56
Eastern Cape Department of Education 2018/18 Annual Report.
57
Ibid
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6. CONCLUSION
This Expenditure Tracking Report (ETR) analysed spending and performance of the Department
of Basic Education (DBE) and the Eastern Cape Department of Education (ECDoE. More focus
was on analysing the expending and performance in programme 6: Infrastructure Development,
Conditional Grants and programme 4: Public Special School Education. This ETR revealed that
the ECDoE spent 99.7% from its adjusted budget of R35.1 million in the 2018/19 financial year,
recording an underspending of R231.1 million in programme 5: Early Childhood Development and
R110 million in programme 6: Infrastructure Development. The DBE spent 98.8% of the adjusted
appropriation of R23.7 billion in the 2018/19 financial year.

The ECDoE spent R1.7 billion of the adjusted appropriation of R1.8 billion with an underspending
of 6% (110 million) by the end of the 2018/19 financial year for the Infrastructure Development
programme. This underspending was due to the fact that the department was still in the process
of quality reviewing the infrastructure project documents. It is important that the department
improves its process of reviewing project documents. The department underperformed on the
provision of most basic services to public schools. For example, from the target of 169 public
ordinary schools to be supplied with sanitation facilities, the department only managed to provide
44 schools and thus underperforming by 125.

Moreover, the ECDoE spent 99.1%, which was R3.05 billion, from the total budget allocation of
R3.08 billion, with an underspending of R27.3 million for the conditional grants in the 2018/19
financial year. It is worth mentioning that the department spent all its budget allocation of R1.7
billion for the Education Infrastructure Grant (EIG). However, while the department spent all of
the budget allocation for the EIG, it underperformed on the provision of some basic services to
schools. For example, on the provision of sanitation facilities for the targeted 161 public ordinary
schools, the department only achieved a target of 86. But, it is worth acknowledging the
improvement in performance from the past history of poor performance under the EIG. We
applaud the department on achieving some of its targets which include the provision of electricity
for the targeted 32 public ordinary schools; provision of classrooms for the targeted 242 public
ordinary schools; provision of Grade R classrooms for the targeted 15 public ordinary schools;
and provision of 1 hostel to public ordinary schools. Noting that the department exceeded its target
of providing 4 new schools completed and ready for occupation by achieving 7.

The ECDoE spent 95%, which was R760.3 million of the adjusted budget allocation of R798.3
million for programme 4: Public Special School Education. Underspending of R38 million was
recorded. This underspending was under Goods and Services with R12.5 million of R45.9 million
and R1.9 million for the Compensation of Employees. The underspending was due to 85
specialists and therapists that were not appointed by the end of the financial year. We recommend
that the ECDoE improves on its recruitment processes of the specialists for the learners with
intellectual disabilities. More specialists/therapists are required for 2 063 (two thousand and sixty18

three) learners with severe intellectual disabilities and 1 773 (one thousand seven-hundred and
seventy-three) mildly or moderately intellectually disabled learners.
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